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for n = kArl ii it holds for n = k. Hence, by induction, it holds for

every ra.

Acknowledgment. The author is indebted to B. McMillan for

stimulating discussion.
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SOME GENERALIZATIONS OF OPIAL'S INEQUALITY

JAMES CALVERT

The inequality /o|rara'| ^a/2f%\u'\2 which is valid for absolutely

continuous u with «(0) =0 has received successively simpler proofs by

Opial, [S], Olech [4], Beesack [l], Levinson [2], Pederson [6], and

Mallows [3]. It is the purpose of this paper to use the method of

Olech to obtain some more general inequalities.

Theorem 1. Let u be absolutely continuous on (a, b) with u(a)=0,

where — °o ^a </> < 0°. Let f(t) be a continuous, complex function de-

fined for all t in the range of u and for all real t of the form t(s)

= J°a\u'(x)\dx. Suppose that \f(t)\ ^/(|/|), for all t, and that f(h)
^f(h) for Og^i^fe. Let r be positive, continuous and in L1-S|a, b],

where l/p-\-l/q = l, p>l. Let F(s)=fof(x)dx, s>0. Then

pb r/  pb       V/a/   rb \llp~\

r i/(,,KifcSF[(r,.-.) (J.'M-) J

with equality iff u(x) = Af%r1~q. The same result (but with equality for

u(x) =Jlrl-q) holds if u(b) =0 and - °o <a<Z>g °o.
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Proof. Let z(x) =Jl\u'\,

f   |/(«(*))«'(*)| dx =   j    \f( )    u'Ju'ix)\dx

- //^(IX*'*'!)'"^'^
=   f fiz)z'dx = Fizib)),

3(6) =   I   g' =   I    r-W'J g (   I    f1-")    f   I    rz'"J    •

The result follows with the observation that F is nondecreasing.

Example. Let/(<) =t^~1, p>l, «(a)=0, - °° ga<6<«>, then

I     \Ur-lu'\S il/p)(\    rl-"J       I    r|w'|»

with equality iff w(x) = Ajlr1~q. For p = 2, we obtain essentially Bee-

sack's generalization [l].

Example. Let /(/) = E"=o antn be an absolutely convergent power

series with radius of convergence R. Let f(s)=/oEn-o |aB|*nd*. If

fa u'\ <R, then the theorem is true with this choice for / since

rafiu)u'\^JlzZ:^Wn\ \u\n\u'\ and the function *(0 = EI«»k
has the properties \git)\ ^gi\t\), gih)Sgih) when 0^4 ^4.

Corollary. // Fit + s) ^ Fit) + Fis) for I, s^O and ifuia) =ra(6) =0

for ~oo^a<b^oo, then Jl\fiu)u'\ ^F[\ifbar\u'\p)1'"] where X =

ifa^l~")p~1 = iftrl~q)p~1 and ? is the uniquely determined point where

the two integrals are equal. Equality holds iff

m(x) = A  I    r1-";        d^i^
J a

= A  I    r1-";        £ ^ x g b.
J X

Proof. We have

/>>"•! ^(/.''■TU''1"'1")''']
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and

/>b r/    pb \l/3/    pb \llP~\

, yw\i'[(}/-) (J>M') J-
The result follows by adding, using the fact that F(sA-t) ^ F(s)A-F(t),

and noting the choice of £.

Example. For r=l,cand b finite, and/(/) =tp~1iorp>l Jl\up~lu'\

^(l/p)[(b-a)/2]v-1fba\u'\v with equality for

u(x) = A(x — a); a ^ x ^ (a Ar b)/2,

= A(b - x); (a A- b)/2 ^ x ^ b.

For p = 2 and a = Owe obtain Opial's inequality.

Example. Let/(/) =t*~1 for p>l and u=v1/", then

J» 6 pb
I »' | ^ (2p)~p(b - a)?-1 I     | p I1"" | »' |"

a •'a

Theorem 2. Let u,f, and r beas in Theorem 1. Ifp<l, l/pA-l/q = l,
u(a) =0, — oo ̂ a<b< °°, //sere

J.  I«'//(»)U«b4(/"-) (J.'1"'1')   -

w/zere G(s) =    j    l//(x) dx.
" o

Equality holds iff u(x) =jlrl~q. If u(b) =0, — oo <a </> g oo, the same

result holds.

Proof.

J"  \u'/f(u)\ = J"   \u'\/\f(jab u')\

= J6z'//(z) = G(z(6))

z> =    I    r-UpriiPj ^ (   I    r1"*)    f   I    r|ra'|"J    .

The result follows with the observation that G is nondecreasing.
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Example. For 0<p < 1, fit) =P~X;

f  | «i-V | ̂  H/p) ( f  r1-* J     ( f r | «' |»).

Taking r = l, /> = 1/2, w=z;2, we obtain

I     | OT'i"2 g 2-1'2(6 - a)1'2 I     | »'|.
•'a •'a

The next theorem is a generalization of a different sort which can

easily be proven by the methods used above.

Theorem 3. If u and v are absolutely continuous for — oo ̂ a<b< oo

and if w(a) =f(a) =0, ^Aera

/& [-     /» & «& n b f*b -|l/2

|«»'| +  [»«'| ^      I     r~2 j     s~2 I    r2|w'|2l    s2|»'|2

m'/& equality iff ra(x) =Af\r~2 and vix) = Bfbs~2.
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